Abstract The goal of this paper is to reconsider some key concepts of nondualist Kashmirian Ś aivism whose interpretation and translation have generally been the subject of some sort of silent consensus. Through the close examination of a particular text, the Paramārthasāra of Abhinavagupta and its commentary by Yogarāja, as well as of related texts of the system, I shall attempt to improve upon the understanding and translation of terms such as ghana (and the compounds derived therefrom), the roots sphar, sphur, pra]kāś etc., and their derivatives, bhavanakartr̥ tā, and the names of the three malas. Further, bhāvanā will be discussed in its Ś aiva acceptation and a more suitable translation suggested.
This paper will deal with Ś aiva terminology, chiefly that of the nondualist Pratyabhijñā during what is traditionally called the 'age of the Exegetes', 1 and will propose what I believe are more accurate translations for some of its key notions-notions whose interpretation and translation have generally been the subjects of a silent consensus.
Through the close examination of a particular text, the Paramārthasāra [PS] of Abhinavagupta, and its commentary by Yogarāja, the Paramārthasāravivr̥ ti [PSV], 2 but often expanded by reference to related texts of the system, I shall attempt to improve upon the understanding and translation of terms such as ghana (and the compounds derived therefrom), the roots sphar, sphur, [pra]kāś etc., and their derivatives, bhavanakartṛtā, and the names of the three malas. Further, bhāvanā will be discussed in its Ś aiva acceptation and a more suitable translation suggested.
My main hope is to render more precisely the philosophical sense or purpose of some of these terms by according greater weight, when appropriate, to contextual intelligibility than to a presumed literalness based on etymology (which, needless to say, must still be the first stage of a translation exercise)-even though such translation would incur the cost of abandoning an original metaphor (as is the case with my propositions for the roots conveying the sememe of light).
In any case, I hope to avoid, as much as possible, the double temptation of a periphrasis that appropriates elements of the term's Sanskrit gloss (see infra, p. 49, some translations of sphuraṇa, etc.) or the kind of hybrid morphology that consists in suffixing a Sanskrit stem with an element taken from the target language, which may be considered an easy way out, apart from the inevitable usage of such hybrids in designating philosophical and religious systems (Hindu-ism, Shaiv-ism, etc.).
A final desideratum would be the selection of a term or an expression that is recognized as natural in the target language and is fitted to its syntactical context.
One might suspect that the principle of avoiding periphrasis is far from being observed in the terms I propose for the three malas, for instance.
